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Damsel in Distress by Anonymous



Yesterday by Lee Ernest



Book and Movie
Recommendations

SPIRITED AWAY
The Studio Ghibli anime that chronicles an
ordinary girl's journey in  the spirit world 

GRETEL AND HANSEL
A sinister take on the Brothers Grimm's
classic story, filled with eerie imagery. 

THE PENELOPIAD
By Margaret Atwood
The retelling of Penelope and the 12 Maids
in The Odyssey, from Penelope's persepctive  

THE BLOODY CHAMBER
By Angela Carter
An anthology of macabre stories based 
 explicitly on European  canonical fairytales .

ONE THOUSAND AND ONE
NIGHTS

THE NORTHMAN
Robert Eggers' dramatic Viking revenge
film, loosely based on Norse Mythology 

By Hanan al-Shaykh
Also known as Arabian Nights, an iconic
retelling of Middle-Eastern folk tales.



The Important Journey by Cana Kumi



BLACK BEANSOUP

Dinner

DIRECTIONS:
Microwave the black beans,

broth, salsa, and corn
together for 2 minutes,

covered to avoid splashes.
Divide into 4 storage

containers or jars. Sprinkle
with lime juice, cheese, hot

sauce, and green onion. Store
in fridge and enjoy!

INGREDIENTS:
1 can (15 oz) black beans

1 1/2 cups broth
3/4 cup chunky salsa

1/2 cup canned whole corn
kernels, drained
2 tsp lime juice

1 cup cheddar cheese
Hot sauce to taste
2 tbsp green onion



DIRECTIONS:

Place apples in a

bowl/mug. Combine brown

sugar, oats, and butter

until the mixture is

crumbly. Place crumble on

apples and microwave for

2-3 minutes. ENJOY!

Dessert
APPLE CRISP

INGREDIENTS:1 apple, diced
2 tbsp brown sugar

2 tbsp rolled/quickoats1 tbsp butter

PRO TIP: Get
your apples and
butter from the
dining halls! $$$



Woodland Fairy Reimagined as
Chill Tea Girl

Late cold spring I come
home, spend my time drifting in
Target, where no one

will recognize me because 
I look different than I did 

two years ago. I
drive home poorly and read on
the deck and take my

second nap today, waking
only to eat lunch and watch

movies with my mom. 
I love these days that we have, 
walking the dogs down

cinder-gray streets dripping pink
blossoms. Daydream pretty. Though

I wonder sometimes 
what I'm missing, if maybe I 
was born to sleep in

campervans overlooking 
cliffside seas, falling into 

mirrors in the woods, 
dancing to scream, to watch vines 
wind around my wrists, 

breaking my fever. I've tried
pulling all the wires out, 

dripping and rotted.
I've tried meditating and 
journaling, going

home then far away, reading
childhood books, taking cold

walks through woods where the 
sky with little black birds is
so large I feel small, 

tenuously, with my hand
         on my heart, making soup from
                  flower petals and sticks. 

by Rylee Thomas



Frontiers, Dunkin Donuts,
and the Old Rec Center

A Conspiracy Written By [anonymous]

In all my years at UConn, I have solved many mysteries for this honorable publication. I have
exposed conspiracies, followed leads, and investigated UConn’s underground scene... metaphorically
of course (HArCo’s official statement on the tunnels is [REDACTED]). During this time, one
aspect of the UConn norms has completely baffled me. I was unable to articulate exactly why, but
for some reason, I have always been unsettled by the yearly ritual of the “Frontiers Poster
Exhibition.” At first, I tried to dismiss my dark feelings about this event. I tried to push it aside.
Still, despite my best efforts, I felt a chill whenever I walked the corridor between the North and
South reading rooms of Wilbur Cross. The longer time went on, and the more mysteries I solved, I
became obsessed with the unsolved tangle of the Frontiers Poster Exhibition. It soon became my
habit to stay up late into the night, staring at my ceiling, turning over the problem. In the delirium
of insomnia, my mind was berated by unanswered questions: Why do they force research-oriented
students to make giant posters with tiny font and stand together, on pain of not graduating with
Honors? Why the south reading room? Why has no one bothered to question this blackmail-
induced sacrament? After looking at this problem from every angle, I realized something
astonishing: the letters of “UConn Frontier” rearrange perfectly to say “Union Front Rec.”  

If you began UConn later than 2019, the significance of this may be lost on you. That’s okay. This
is not your fault. That’s how they want things to be... cycles of students graduate, and therefore the
collective memory of the student body works itself out every four years, like clockwork. If the Rec
center, as it is today, is the only one you remember, you are justified in protesting that the Rec
center and the Union do not face year other, i.e. they do not “front” each other. HOWEVER: what
is now the temple of the student athletes' Gods – the long “field house” building – used to be the
Rec center of yore. Indeed, I remember those days. The ceilings: impossibly low. The machines:
habitually sticky. The locker rooms: completely wet. But it did face the Student Union. On either
side of the raging rapids of Hillside road, they faced each other stoically. It is here that the second
clue appears.  

If you have noticed the new cameras on Hillside Road, you may have assumed, as I first did, that
they were speed cameras – meant to manage the habitual vehicular traffic and keep pedestrians safe.
You may have felt safe and secure, believing that the cameras were enforcing road rules, and
wondering if this fall would finally be the semester that people stop speeding recklessly through the
stop signs in front of Gampel. But what if they weren’t really watching cars... but people? What if
they weren’t watching the traffic... but us?  



Here, I must introduce the third clue. Many things happen along Hillside road, but last semester, a
new behavior emerged. Young, spry individuals dressed in bright orange and pink were handing out
free $5 Dunkin coupons to throngs of sleep-deprived UConn students. These feeding frenzies
happened without warning, and without schedule, but always along Hillside road. You would hear a
whisper, at first. Then, a murmur. Then, we all started running, running, running towards the lone
Dunkin Donuts foot soldier, holding the laminated cards aloft, and then disappearing from sight as
the mob closed in. I did not question this at the time, because I felt lucky to receive free coupons. I
was honored to place my online order on the Dunkin app, and thrilled to imbibe a free caffeinated
beverage. I was so, so tired. As were we all. In fact, They were counting on it.  

Looking back, the consequence of this “UConn Runs on Dunkin” marketing scheme was
inevitable. UConn has a Dunkin location conveniently located in the Student Union. The poor
workers in the Student Union Dunkin didn’t even see it coming. I look back upon it with shame
now, but I remember going to pick up my online order, and having to elbow my way through a
hoard of consumers like myself. The panicked workers ran back and forth from machine to
machine, frantically pumping liquids of varying temperature and viscosity into disposable cups. Yes,
the free Dunkin coupons had released the floodgate. People like me, who previously thought of
Dunkin as a special occasion luxury good, descended like wild dogs. It was pandemonium. It was
diabolical. The individuals in pink and orange behind the Dunkin counter were truly in their own
special hell. A hell so specific, so perfectly contrived, that it could only be intentional.  

At last. I come to the crux of my position: the “UConn Runs on Dunkin” marketing scheme was, in
actuality, a heinous psychological experiment by the multi-billion-dollar corporation Dunkin'
Donuts LLC, with the full co-operation of the University of Connecticut administration (what’s in
it for UConn? A big, fat check, no doubt). The cameras on Hillside road were installed to monitor
this experiment, as are the cameras inside the Union. The employees of the Union Dunkin location
were the mice in the maze, and the team behind Dunkin' Donuts LLC were testing them to see
how far they could be pushed before they’d crack. Besides the fact that this is against every ethical
sampling guideline, they implicated their peers – us, their fellow Huskies – in the manifestation of
this torture.  



Now, for the final piece, we circle back to the original problem: the Frontiers Poster exhibition.
What is the significance of “UConn Frontiers” being a perfect anagram for “Union Front Rec”?
I’ll tell you. It refers to Hillside road – the facade, the “Front”; it is the location of the cameras, and
the location of the crime. The cameras in the stretch between the Old Rec Center and the Union
control all the cameras along Hillside road, and are therefore the center of the spiderweb. How do I
know? Simple. Ask yourself: where do the buses stop for the longest time – indeed, even a suspicious
amount of time? In front of the Old Rec Center and the Union. This is not because they are
“catching up to the timetable,” as some have suggested. No, they are actually docking between the
Old Rec Center and the Union, uploading their own camera log from their route around campus to
the System. The cameras would need to be maintained, though, in order to continue to follow this
sinister experiment out for years to come, as the student workers of the Union Dunkin location
grow older and eventually graduate. To do this without drawing suspicion, they would need to draw
all the most investigative, most inquisitive students to one safe spot, far away from the centric
location, and keep them there for hours. Yes – those research-inclined among us, we were ushered
away, because they were afraid of the questions we would ask. Alas, I may only have discovered this
plot sooner, if I too were not at the Frontiers Poster Exhibition in the spring of 2022.  

I leave you with this consideration: nothing is truly “free.” Not a coupon, not the Dunkin donuts
employees in the Union, and not even you or me. Our actions, although we each made our own
choices, were completely predictable, and thus we unwittingly allowed ourselves to be used as pawns
by Dunkin Donuts LLC. To the Dunkin workers, contact your lawyers. To the rest of us, open
your eyes. UConn does run on Dunkin. 



The Lunar Chronicles by

Marissa Meyer.

Once Upon a Time (TV Series

2011–2018)

Rags (2012)

A Court of Thorns and Roses

by Sarah J. Maas

Ella Enchanted (2004)

Tangled (2010)

Another Cinderella Story

(2008)

OUR FAVORITE MODERNOUR FAVORITE MODERN
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(CONTINUED)(CONTINUED)

Maleficent (2014)

Enchanted (2007)

Penelope (2006)

Land of Stories Series

by Chris Colfer

Into the Woods (2014)

Shrek (2001)

 



The Knotted Oak Mortuary
Just East of the River Styx

By: Ava Dell'Orfano  

            I wrenched my eyes open and gasped air into my lungs. I coughed. What little saliva was in my
mouth tasted like chemicals and blood. I pulled myself from the metal table I woke up on and examined
my surroundings. I squinted as the harsh light beat on my eyes from the humming bulb above. 
            I forced myself to sit up. This was difficult; it was startling how stiff my muscles were. I noticed
strange bruising on my wrists, though those were hardly the strangest thing I was trying to process at
that moment. Around the table I was on, I saw various long, large boxes and shelves and shelves of
identical bells. In one end of the room, there was an old set of wooden steps that led up to what I
assumed was another floor of the building I was in. 
            Then, I heard footsteps descending those stairs. Soon, I could see the little feet responsible for
those steps. They were wearing shoes that were dusty with a frayed hole in the toe and worn-out jeans
that were cuffed just at the ankle. 
            “Hello?” I wheezed out to the approaching set of legs, my voice rasping as I forced air through my
dry throat. 
           My voice seemed to halt the mysterious person. They crouched down a bit and peeked their head
down into the room. It was a child. A young, towheaded boy who seemed to be just as dusty as the
clothes he was wearing. It was creepy. Why are kids so creepy? 
           “Hey!” I started, “Can you tell me where I am?” I waited for the shaky boy to respond. The child just
stared at me, wide-eyed. He stared, and stared, and continued to stare, not blinking, hardly breathing,
and basically expressionless.



           Then, without warning, he yelled, “Mama! Mama, there’s a lady down here!” His voice was high
and raspy in a way, and he spoke in an accent. It was western or southern or something. It wasn’t
familiar to me. 
           “What was that, Dudley?” a woman with the same accent asked from somewhere upstairs. 
 “There’s a lady down here!” the boy, who I guess was named Dudley, yelled back, only louder than
before. 
           “Now what did I tell you ‘bout meddlin’ with your daddy’s work?” she scolded. “But Mama she’s
awake!” he whined. “She’s awake and talkin’!” 
            Instead of calling back through the walls, I simply heard the click of a woman’s shoes hitting the
ceiling above me and rattling towards the steps that Dudley was staring from. Soon I could see them at
the top of the stairs, and then they were lower than where Dudley was. I could see the delicate white
heels that made the clicking, and the bottom of her blue dress hanging just in view. She stopped by the
boy and gave him a sharp, swift smack of the cheek. “Stop staring!” she hissed. “I taught you better than
that, Dudley! Poor girl must be scared out of her wits.” The woman pattered down the steps into the
room. She brushed the dust off of the apron that she wore on the front of her dress and approached
me. Her face was plump yet pale, and she had the same light hair as her son. “I’m so sorry, sweet girl.”
She came and put her hands on my face. “Did he disturb you? Oh, never mind that! Are you hungry? Of
course you are, come with me.” 
           The woman guided me off of the table. Now that I was standing, and closer to the shelves and
boxes along the walls, I could see that they were not just boxes, but coffins. Some were shiny, some
were dull. Some were wooden, some were metal. The worst part of the coffins that lined the room was
the wide variety of sizes. I’m not sure what troubled me more: the ones seemingly fitted for children, or
the ones seemingly fitted for monsters. 
          “Thanks,” I said, forcing my back to straighten, easing my feet off of the steel table and onto the
stone floor. “But, would you mind telling me where I am?” 
         “Oh, honey, of course not!” she smiled. “You’re in the Knotted Oaks Mortuary just east of the River
Styx.” 
          “I’m sorry…” I said. “Did you say the River Styx?” 
          “Yeah, you heard of it?” she asked. 
          “I, uh, I’ve kinda gotta thing for mythology,” I explained. “I had no idea there was a real river. Is that
how it got its name?” 
          “Oh, I don’t know, I’ve never heard any stories,” the woman said as she ushered me towards the
stairs. Dudley was still watching from the same spot on the stairs, not moving until we came within a few
steps from where he sat. Then, he scampered away, wordless. 
           As we climbed the stairs, I put my hand on the banister, only to disturb a sheet of dust that had
accumulated. I pulled my hand back quickly. My palm was covered in the dust. “So I know you said
where we were, but I still don’t really know where we are,” I started. “I mean, I have a feeling I’m pretty
far from home.” 
           “Well, everyone who comes around these parts is pretty far from home,” she laughed sweetly,
opening the door to the upstairs portion of her house. The walls were plastered with peeling, patterned
paper, and the furniture looked equally outdated. The house was speckled with flower pots, but
everything was dead. There wasn’t a single living rose, lily, or daisy in sight which felt weird for a funeral
home. I could hear a jingling noise coming from outside. It was almost holiday season, sure, but still
early enough for jingle bells to be out of place. The woman then brought me into the kitchen lined with
torn linoleum flooring. 



           “Do you get visitors often?” I questioned. For a business relying on people dying, being near other
people seemed like it should be a necessity. 
           “Oh, people turn up around these parts all the time—pie?” she interrupted herself to offer me
some pie that was sitting on the counter. I accepted the offer, but upon further inspection of the room, I
saw that there were copious amounts of freshly baked pies that were sitting out around the room, and it
seemed like there was another in the process of being made. There were also a few that seemed less
fresh, and one that was covered in flies. I suddenly felt a little less interested in eating. 
         “Travelers tired from their lives turn up on our doorstep more often than you could imagine,” she
smiled and reached into a cabinet to retrieve a rolling pin. This action sent a puff of dust floating into the
air of the room. She then took this pin and began rolling out a ball of dough that she had sitting on a
cutting board. Why she was making another pie was beyond me. She must’ve been messed up in the
head or something. 
        “Do you bring all of them into your basement?” I asked. 
        “Well, we thought for sure you wasn’t going to wake up!” she said, focused on her pie crust. “It’s very
strange that you did, if I’m bein’ honest.” 
       “So you were gonna… embalm me… or whatever?” I prodded. 
       “Well that is what we do,” she said with a giggle. Soon after, a timer went off in the kitchen. “Excuse
me for a moment.” The woman walked towards the kitchen’s exit and called out, “Dudley! Tell your
brothers supper’s ready!” 
       “Oh, you have more sons, Mrs…”
       “Call me Loretta. 'Mrs.' is too formal,” Loretta smiled. “And yes, five boys, if you can believe it.
Dudley’s too young, but the older boys help their Daddy maintain the property.” When she said this, I
attempted to look out the windows to see if I could get a glimpse of the grounds that apparently require
the maintenance of five grown men, but the curtains were closed on every window. “I do remember you
mentioning to Dudley something about his dad’s work. Is he the one that deals with the… um… bodies?” 
         “Oh Abel? He does practically everything, bless him.” Loretta bent down to the oven and pulled out
a large pot roast before continuing. It looked delicious, but I couldn’t smell anything. She placed it on the
table and laid out seven plates, and set one aside. “That man works so hard that he never even gets the
chance to sit down for a nice meal. He does so much, and no one gives him the credit he deserves. I’m
so proud of him.” 
          Before I could respond, I heard the pounding of five sets of boots approaching the kitchen,
booming like stampeding titans. 
          “Well, I guess I should formally introduce you to my lovely boys!” Loretta exclaimed. The five boys
tracked in a large cloud of dust. Two boys got to their seat first. One, the largest of the five, took his seat
and began to pile up his plate with meat and potatoes from the pot in the center of the table, the other
did the same, but he was noticeably thinner and gaunt in comparison. 
          “That’s Stuart, my oldest. He’s strong as an ox! Can carry a coffin all on his lonesome, you know.
Flloyd, so smart, takes after his Daddy.” 
          Then, two more boys reached their spots, one being Dudley.
         “Pete here is the sweetest boy you could ever know, and Dudley’s my precious baby.” The last boy
took his time in getting to the table. “Chester’s got the green thumb of the family, natural talent, I tell
you. If only he’d get off his behind long enough to use it.” Chester didn’t bother replying. 
         “Now boys, you’d better leave some for our guest,” Loretta scolded as the boys ravaged the pot.
“That means you two,” she gestured at the boys who were first to the table. “Stewie, you’d better save
room for dessert.” 



           “Mama, I always have room for dessert!” the largest replied. 
           “Flloyd! I wanted that piece!” one of the boys, larger than Dudley but much smaller than the
others, griped. 
          “Quit your whinin’ Petey, and Flloyd you never clear your plate anyways so why don’t you just
share with your brother?” Loretta snapped. 
          “No, mama!” Flloyd snapped back, “I got that piece fair and square!” 
          “Just cooperate, Flloyd, be a role model for your brother,” she sighed. “And Chester, pick your head
up and get that elbow of the table, or so help me I will slap you!” Chester had been resting his head in
his hand, propped up with his elbow on the table. He picked up his head without speaking, and just
ended up pushing his food around slowly with his fork. 
           “You’re a pretty lady, miss,” Dudley spoke. Because I was distracted by the other characters at the
table, I hadn’t noticed until then that Dudley had been staring at me silently this whole time. 
Weird kid.
           From what Loretta told me about the boys, and their disinterested and uncivilized behavior I had
already witnessed from them told me she was a little biased in what she was saying. 
           I looked down at the delicious looking helping of food that Loretta had served me, and I wondered
if I should try some. It seemed to be fresh, at least. It was also the only thing seemingly not caked in
dust. I cut a bite-sized piece. It was tender and juicy. I brought it towards my face. I still couldn’t smell
anything. I put it in my mouth. 
          Immediately, I started coughing. Dust came flying out of my mouth, not the piece of juicy,
homemade pot roast I expected. Was Loretta trying to poison me or is she just that bad of a cook? 
          I guess my reaction caused a bit of a scene. Now, Dudley wasn’t the only one staring. I had to get
out. 
         “Excuse me, I need to get some air.” I stood up to go to the front door and step outside, but Loretta
followed me. 
          “Honey, you might not want to go out there!” she grabbed my arm which I promptly pulled away,
“you’ll disturb Abel while he works.” 
          “Listen lady, I really should be going, anyways,” I said, beginning to worry about why she didn’t
want me to leave. “I’ve overstayed my welcome, I think.” 
         “No, please stay,” she protested. I didn’t listen, though. I just shoved the door open and stepped
outside. I could hear Loretta yell something at her boys from inside. The porch was made of creaky
wooden boards that seemed to have taken the full force of a colony of termites for the many years that
it had stood there. The air was dry and cold. The sky was black as night, but there were no stars or moon
to break up the inky expanse. The whole property was lit by a light that seemed to have no source. I saw
there was a gate a little ways away from the house that led out to an open road. I think I could hear the
river roar in the distance. As I stepped off of the porch, I noticed what the property held in its yard. 
         There was a graveyard, which I guess was understandable for a mortuary. It seemed to have been
there for years and years, like it had been growing since the dawn of time. Some graves were old and
practically shattered, while others were brand new and pristine. I could still hear the jingling. It was
much louder now that I was outside. I decided to ignore the cemetery and continue towards the gate. 
         “Excuse me, Miss,” a man called out from behind me, “why are you awake?” The voice wasn’t loud,
maybe a bit gruff but hardly intimidating. Something about it, though, stopped me dead in my tracks.
My heartbeat ran at a mile a minute, and my face went cold. It was the same feeling you might get when
you’re caught in a big lie. But why? 
        “Are you Abel? Loretta’s husband?” I called back. 



           I decided to walk to the source of the sound so that I could better talk to the man. I knew I
shouldn’t be disturbing him, but he did talk to me first. As I got closer, I could see Abel, standing by an
empty grave, holding a shovel. He was unhealthily thin, and his skin was wrinkled and almost
translucent. 
           “I don’t know,” I started. “I just woke up I guess.” 
          “What were you planning on doing with that there gate?” he asked.
           “I need to get home,” I said, “I have no idea where I am or what time it is, so I was just gonna
follow the road.” 
          “That road’s not gonna take you home, and that gate’s not for people like you,” he dictated. 
          “Excuse me?” I replied. 
          “What do you ‘spose you’ve seen here?” he inquired. 
          “Just your family, I guess, and a creepy old graveyard,” I said. 
          “You have a seat at that table, but still think you don’t belong here?” he proceeded. 
          “You all have been very kind to me, but no, I don’t belong here,” I assured him. 
          “A seat at that table is more than I have, but you still think you don’t belong here?” he continued. 
          “No,” I stated firmly. “Like I said, I don’t belong here.” 
          “You know, that’s why we use bells here,” Abel said, turning to hammer a metal hook beside the
hole and hanging one of the bells, identical to the ones I saw in the basement, on it. “They tell us when
someone doesn’t belong in the graves. Perhaps you’ve heard of the bells? You’re a fan of history aren’t
you?” 
          I eyed the gate once more, hoping to leave soon, but his knowledge of my interest in history took
me by surprise. Sure, I mentioned something about it to his wife, but she hadn’t gotten the chance to
speak to him since I had been there. “How did you-” 
          “That gate won’t work for you. The table suits you too well.” Abel took a step towards me. “Then
again, I guess if you really don’t belong here, the bell will tell me so.”
          As he started to walk closer, I found my legs were frozen in place. All I could do was look around. I
saw the great expanse of gravestones that seemed to extend endlessly into the distance. I saw the
identical bells beside each one. 
          I saw the identical ringing bells beside each one. 
          “Sir… the bells…” 
         Soon, Abel was inches from my face, reaching out his hand. “Everything is as it should be.” 
          Then, everything was black. 
          I woke up again, this time in complete darkness. I was resting against some sort of cushioned,
satiny surface. The soft satin extended itself onto the walls and the ceiling of the space I was in. The tiny,
enclosed space. In my hand, I felt the end of a string. The string stretched up and through a hole in the
top of my enclosure. I knew what the string led to. I knew what it was for. 
            I pulled it. 
            It rang. 
            I pulled it. 
            It rang. 
            Still, despite what Abel said, no one came. I didn’t deserve this! I didn’t belong there! I pulled it. 
            It rang. 
            I pulled it. 
            It rang.



           That man! That evil, evil man! When he let me out I would kill him for this! I swear I would kill him!
I didn’t deserve this! I didn’t belong there! 
           I pulled it. 
           It rang. 
           I pulled it. 
           It rang.

       



Book Club by Grace Kennedy



UConn
Squirrels
AND WHY THEY'RE PIVITOL TO 
STORRS CAMPUS

They hang out in
the trash cans and 

combat food 

They are cute and
sociable

 Walking on
campus is fun and
exciting with them

 waste
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Open Mic
Night

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9 @ ITE C80
MUSIC ~ SPOKEN WORD POETRY ~ STAND-UP

Sign up to perform:
https://bit.ly/HArCoxWHUS22

Counts as an Honors Event
(but open to all!!)

&


